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Abstract-This paper is concerned with the operations of division and sign detection in residue 
number systems. CORDIC, a well-known iterative algorithm originally designed for conventional 
floating point representation, is adapted for residue division. Since sign detection is required by 
the division algorithm we have also considered this problem. A modified sign detection algorithm 
which yields a high degree of parallelism is introduced resulting in time efficient division and sign 
detection. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The residue representation of numbers is of interest because the arithmetic operations of 
addition, subtraction, and multiplication can be performed in parallel, without the need 
for a carry from one residue “digit” to another. The “carry-free” property of residue 
arithmetic makes the study of residue number systems (RNS) attractive from the point of 
view of highspeed arithmetic unit design. The major drawback of RNS is that the 
operation of sign detection and the related operations of division, relative magnitude 
comparison, and additive and multiplicative overflow are too complex and slow for 
practial use. 
The fundamental reference on RNS is the book by Szabo and Tanaka[ 11. This reference 
contains all the important work up to 1965. Banerji[2] subsequently worked on some of 
these problems, in particular sign detectionPI and division[4]. The representation of 
rational numbers which is related to division has been studied by Gregory[5]. Sign 
detection for symmetric RNS was recently considered by Kaushik and Arora[6]. 
In this paper we introduce improved methods for division and sign .detection in RNS. 
For division we adapt with some modifications the well-known iterative algorithm 
CORDIC (Coordinate Rotations DIgital Computer)[7]. For sign detection, we have 
modified the method given by Kaushik and Arora for use in non-symmetric residue 
number systems. 
The residue of an integer X 
1x1, and is defined as follows: 
2. RESIDUE CODES 
with respect to a modulus m (X modulo m) is denoted by 
(2.1) 
where [X/m] denotes the largest integer I X/m9 and 0 I \XI,,, < m; m is a natural number. 
Let M = (m,, m2, D . ~, m,) be a sequence of positive integers, where 2 I m1 < 
< m,. The m, are called “moduli” and the corresponding sequence (X,, X,, . . . , X,) 
Ritz ;kspect to the moduli forms the residue code of X, where Xi = IxI,,., i = 1 2 . ~ n. 
If the residue code for a positive integer X is (rl, r2, . . . , r,), then the iesidue Ldde for 
-X is (m,-r,, m2-rz9~.., m, -r,). Therefore, we partition the representable numbers 
into a positive range, namely 0 to [(M - 1)/2] representing the positive integers 0 to 
;This work was supported in part by Grant No. ECS-8303579 from the National Science Foundation. 
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[(M- 1)/2], and a negative range, namely [(M+ 1)/2] to M- 1 representing the negative 
integers - [M/2] to - 1 where M is the number of all representable number. In order to 
avoid redundancy, the moduli of a residue system must be pair-wise relatively prime. In 
this case, we have: 
M=fi mi. (2.2) 
i=l 
3. DIVISION ALGORITHM 
We now present an algorithm for residue division based on the well-known CORDIC 
algorithm ([7,8]). 
3.1 Algorithm 
In CORDIC the computation of Y,,IX,, for XO>YO is carried out by computing 
K+1 = yi - X,42-’ 
4+l 
= zi - 42-i 
where 
di= 1 +l, if Y,>O -1, if F::<O. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
With proper selection of an initial value Z,, after n iterations we obtain the approximate 
quotient from Z, - Z, . 
CORDIC was originally introduced for computation with rational numbers[7, 81. In order 
to have CORDIC work in RNS where all computations are integer computations, we modify 
the equations as follows: 
xi+* =xO 
K+l= K - xOsiQi7 
zi+l = Zi - diQi 
where 
6,_ +I, if Y>O 
I- 
{ -1, if q:.<O 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Qi=Qi_,*2-'>O (3.5) 
and 
z, = 0. (3.6) 
With proper selection of the initial value Q, of the Qiy execution of the iteration stops when 
Qi =O; in this case the quotient of Y,,IX, is obtained from the relation Z,-Z,=Z C&Q;. 
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yi+l = Yi - X&iQ,, where 6i = 
+I, if Y,rO 
_ 1 if y, < o 
3 I 
z()=o 
Qi= Qi_1*2-1. 
If the iterative process is stopped when Y, reaches a value close to zero, we have: 
n-l 
Y, = Yo - C XodiQi 55: 0 
i-0 
(3.7) 
n-l 
Zn=Zo- C diQi. (3.8) 
i=O 
From (3.7) we get 
or 
n-1 
YO/XO * C StQi, 
i-0 
n-l 
andZFo SiQi can be obtained from (3.8) using 
n-l 
Zo-Zn= C 6iQi. (3.9) 
i=o 
3.3 Remarks 
(i) The largest value of the quotient which can be obtained from CORDIC occurs when all 
n-l 
the Ji are + 1. In this case the largest quotient will be Z Qi. Because we define Qi = Qi_ 12- ’
i=O 
it is convenient to let Q. be a power of 2. Assume Q. is chosen to be 2’, then the number of 
k 
iterations of CORDIC is k + 1, and the largest quotient which can be obtained is Z Qj. In this 
i=o 
case we have 
=2k+‘- 1 
If the quotient YolXo is larger than 2”” - 1, then the answer obtained from 
ZO-zk+l = 5 &Q, is only a partial quotient and all Yi (SJ will be positive. After k -I- 1 
i=O 
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Y k+l = Yo-Xoi Qi 
i=O 
Therefore we get 
r,=&(&-zk+,)+ &+I 
h/x0 = (20 - zk + 1) + yk + #O. (3.10) 
In order to obtain the quotient YolXo, we need to repeatedly apply (3.3). This process is 
repeated until at least one negative Yi is found. Then the quotient is the sum of all partial 
quotients obtained from each application of (3.3). 
The algorithm for computing Yo/Xo is presented in Fig. 1. 
(ii) If the execution stops when Yk + 1 is negative then we subtract 1 from 2, - 2,. The 
value of Yo/Xo obtained from CORDIC is [ Yo/Xo], that is, it is truncated to the nearest 
integer ~2 Yo/Xo. The error (remainder) is the value of Yk + ,. If Yk+ 1 is negative, then the 
error is the value of Yk. 
(iii) The equation for computing Yi+ 1 has a term X0 * Qi which will result in overflow, 
if X0 is large. To solve this problem, we use an additional modulus m,, to extend the range 
of our system whenever perfonning the division. The new modulus m. can be chosen such that 
it equals Qo. Since Q, is the maximum value of the Qi’s, the term Xo*Qo will be the largest of 
the Xo*Qi; thus we need only make sure that Xo*QO does not cause overflow. By adding mO = QO), 
the range of the system is expanded to M-Q,; clearly if Xoz34 then Xo*QoSI-QO. Thus overflow 
is avoided. Furthermore, in order to keep all moduli relatively prime, they must be odd numbers, 
since the additional modulus m. will be even. 
Algorithm COROIC-Oivide(Xo,Yo) 
(1) Jr=11 found:=false; &:x0; 
(2) while not found 2 -- 
begin 
Q0!=2ki { PO is the scaling factor 1 
for i:=l to k+l do - -- 
beqin { COll@Jte Yi, 21, Pi ) 
9 Yi_lLO then 6i_ll=-1 
else besin 6i_l1=1; found:=true ef 
Yi'=Yi-1 - Xo*61_1*Qi_1; 
Zi~=Zi-l - 61-1'91-li 
Qiz=Pi-l/l 
end; 
PJi=-Zk+l; .j,=j+l 
endf - 
j-l 
(3) Return PI= Ps _ 1 . > 
s.1 
( P is now the result of the computation of Y&, 1 
Fig. 1. Modified CORDIC algorithm for computing Y,/&,. 
3.4 Example 
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Assume we have a system with 3 moduli (3, 5,7). The additional modulus m, to 
accommodate overflow is chosen to be 23 = 8. Find the quotient of 52/23. 
Thus we have 
M=3.5*7= 105 
= 52, 
and 
Q0=8. 
If we don’t have the additional modulus m, to extend the system, then in the 
iteration Y, = Y0 - X,,Q,,, the term X,,QO = 23.8 = 184 > X_ = 52 causes overflow. 
first 
By adding the additional modulus m, = 8, the system now has 4 moduli (3,5,7,8); 
therefore we have: 
X0 = 23 = (2,3,2,7) 
Y, = 52 = (1,2,3,4) 
Q. = 8 = (2,3, 1,O) 
z, = 0 = (0, 0, 0,O) 
In order to view the progress at each step, we give the CORDIC iterations in Table 
1, both in RNS and in decimal. Since Q, = 23, the number of iterations for each application 
of (3.3) is 3 + 1 = 4. The quotient of 52/23 should be 2. 
Since we have a negative Yi, the quotient of 52/23 is obtained from Z, -Z,- 1 (since Y, is 
negative): 
In RNS 
Quotient = Z, - Z,, - 1 
= (0, 0, 090) - (092,495) 
- (1, 1, 191) 
= (292,292) 
Remainder = Y, = (0, 1,6,6) 
In Decimal 
Quotient = Z, - Z, - 1 
=0-(-3)-l 
2 
Remainder ZY, = 6 
(Since Y, is negative). 
3.5 Discussion qf the division algorithm 
(1) Tine repetitions of CORDIC can be reduced by choosing large Q,. Moreover Q, 
can be chosen such that any possible quotient of YolXO in the system can be obtained 
from one application of (3.3). In this case, Q0 = 2k such that 2k +i - 1 2 X_, where X_ 
is the largest integer in the system. However, this selection is not suitable for the following 
reasons: 
(i) In order to handle overflow the additional modulus m, is chosen to be equal to QO. 
In this case m, will be too large to be practical because of the extra hardware cost. 
(ii) Once Q. = 2k is chosen, the number of iterations of (3.3) is fixed to be k + 1, but 
most of the time the value of YJX, will not be so large that we need a large Q, to obtain 
the quotient, that is, we don’t need to perform so many iterations. Hence we waste com- 
puting time if Q, is chosen to be large 
If Q0 is chosen too small, we must repeat applying (3.3) many times; in this case, we 
also waste some computing time. Therefore, proper selection of Q, is essential, and in 
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Table 1. 
(a) 52/23 
In RN5 
(1) i = 0 
Yo = (1,2,3,4) is positive 
In Decimal 
(1) i = 0 
Y. = 52 > 0 
60 = (+1) = (1.1,l.l) 
Yl = Y,-xo.60.qo Yl = Y. - Xo'60'qo 
= (1.2,3,4)-(2,3,2.7)~(1,1,1,1~~(2,3,1,0) = 52 - (23)*(1)-(E) 
= (0,3,1,4) = -132 
z1 = Zo-60~Q, z1 = Zo-6,-Q, 
= (O,O.O,O)-(1,1,1,1)~(2,3,1,0) = O-(1)*(8) 
= (1,2,6,0) = -8. 
(2) i=l (2) i=l 
Yl = (0.3.1.4) is negative Yl = -132 < 0 
6l = (-1) = (2.4,6,7) 
61 = -1 
Y2 = Y1-Xo*61-q1 = (2,0,2,0) Y2 = Yl - Xo-61*q1 =-40 
Z2 = Z1-61*ql = (2,1,3,4) Z2 = Z1 - 61. q, = -4 
(3) i=2 (3) i=2 
Y2 q (2,0,2,0) is negative Y2 =-40 < 0 
b2 = (-1) = (2,4,6,7) 
62 = -1 
Y3 = (‘3,1,5,6) 
z3 = (1,3,5,5) 
(4) i = 3 
Y3 = (0,1,6,6) is positive 
b3 = (l,l,l,l) 
Y4 = (1.3.4.7) 
z4 = (0.2.4.5) 
Y3 = 6 
z3 = -2 
(4) i = 3 
Y3=6>0 
63 = 1 
Y4 = -17 
z4 = -3 
general, there is a tradeoff between computing time and hardware cost. The following 
considerations may be helpful in choosing Q. = 2k. Let N = [log(M - 1)/2] where M is 
defined in equation (2.2). The integer N may be viewed as the number of significant digits 
(in regular representation) of the representable numbers. Because of(i), k should be small. 
In fact, Q, should be of the same size as the other moduli ml, . . . , m,. Because of (ii), the 
number of iterations I of the outer loop (j-loop) should be kept small. For these reasons 
we propose to choose k to be approximately N/n. Consequently the size of Q,, is of the 
same order of magnitude as the other moduli and the maximally possible number of 
iterations I is approximately n. We might choose Q0 depending on X0 and Y,. However, 
this would require additional comparisons between X0 and Y, since one would have to 
determine whether Y, is “significantly larger” than X0. This is a rather difficult operation 
in residue arithmetic (see below where we discuss sign detection). Thus we feel it is more 
efficient on the average to choose Q, independent of X0 and Y,. 
(2) The Q;s can be stored in a look-up table with size k + 1 (2k, 2k-‘, . . . ,2’) and the 
number of iterations needed to obtain a partial quotient, or a quotient, is fixed to k + 1. 
(3) The worst-case time complexity of our division Algorithm is O(N) where N is the 
number of significant digits (in decimal) of the numbers which we can represent. This 
follows since each iteration of thefor-loop requires O(k) time (assuming that all operations 
can be performed in constant time), the fir-loop itself is repeated at most m times, and 
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N x k . m. In the average case, we expect m to be smaller than k; thus the average 
performance of our division algorithm would be even better. 
It is necessary to detect the sign of F, since the value of 6, is determined by the sign 
of Yi. Thus, we need a sign detection procedure for execution of CORDIC. Such an 
algorithm for sign detection is presented in the following section. 
4. ALGORITHM FOR SIGN DETECTION IN RNS 
Sign detection in RNS is a relatively slow operation, since the sign is a function of all 
the residue digits. Attaching a sign bit to a residue number is of little help because the 
magnitude of a residue number is not readily available, therefore, after adding a positive 
and negative number, for instance, we do not immediately know the sign of the result. One 
obvious way to achieve sign detection is using the “Chinese Remainder Theorem” to 
convert the residue number to a binary number, but it is a complex process, and hence is not 
practical. 
Of the algorithms which exist for sign detection, the method proposed by Kaushik and 
Arora[6] is attractive because most of its computations can be done in parallel. However, 
their method applies only to symmetric RNS. We now present a sign detection algorithm 
which represents a modification of the method given by Kaushik and Arora to the case 
of non-symmetric RNS. 
4.1 The algorithm 
An integer X can be represented as follows: 
X = jmi + lXlmi 
(4.1) 
=jm,+ Xi. 
This gives: 
or 
Xk = 14 + Xi]mt9 k=l,2 ,..., i-l,i+l,..., n (4.2) 
If the largest integer in a system is X_, then we have X_ =j_m, + Xi. Therefore any 
modulus mi has a bound j_ for positive integers. We can determine if an integer is positive 
simply by testing to determine if there is a j that satisfies the equality of (4.2) for j from 
0 toj_. Since the residue code for X is unique, at most one j will satisfy (4.2); thus if 
we can find a j in [O,j_.J so that the equality is true, X is non-negative, otherwise X is 
negative. 
4.2 Sign detection theorem 
Let 
that is, 
where 
M fii=-, 
mi 
M = m,.. m :m,. 
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THEOREM 
Case 1. Assume M 
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is even. 
(a) If mi is an odd modulus, then we have: 
#4/z- I 
X is non-negative iff ( V X, = ljm, +X,1,,) is true for all k = 1 to n, kf i. 
j=O 
(b) If mi is an even modulus, then we have 
IRtIZ- 1
X is non-negative iff ( V ljT?Zi +X,1,,) or 
j=O 
IS true for all k= 1 to n, k#i. 
Case 2. If M is odd, we have 
&I2 - I 
X is non-negative iff ( V X, = ljm, +Xi I,,) or 
In Fig. 2, we present he diagrams 
indicate the inherent parallelism of 
through k=n (k#i) in Figs. 2(a) and 
in parallel. 
for all k= 1 to n, k#i. 
for computing the sign of an integer X, which clearly 
the algorithm. Note that the branches for k= 1 
2(b) and for j = 0 through j = max may be executed 
Input x=(x,.x,...x,) 
. . . c; =o 
1 
J 
b- ST0 output s Sal--Xispmitiw 
S=O- X is negative 
Fig. 2(a) 
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Input X= (X,,XI....,X,) 
cl-- STOP OutPUf s’ 
‘S’s I - x 
S’r o- x 
(b) 
Fig. 2. Sign detection algorithm. 
ts positive 
is negative 
1.3 Proof of the theorem 
Case 1. (M is even) 
Since M is even, the largest positive integer is X,,=M/2- 1; thus we have: 
X _=jmi+ Xi 
= ILmi + X-lmi 
rhen for all non-negative integers X=jm, +Xi, the following must be satisfied: 
.i -=_L, or if j = j_ then Xi I IX_l,i 
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:a) If m, is odd, we have: 
X 
M 
_=-- 
2 
1 
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tii 
=-.y 
2 
-mm,+m,- 1 
* 
= 
( > 
3- 1 *mi+(mi- 1) 
=j_lq + xi_. 
Thus j_ = ($/2) - 1, therefore the range of j for positive numbers is [0, (m&2) - 11. 
Consequently for any positive number X = jmi + Xi, we can find a j that is in the interval 
[0, (4/2) - I] such that the relation X, = 1 jm, + Xklmt is true. Thus we have: 
X is non-negative iff (If X, = bmi + Xilmk) is true. 
(b) If m, is even, we have 
x_+ 1 
,. 
=!?.m,-1 
2 
m-1 ( > m. = I m,+L- 2 r 2 1 
Phi [I mi =- 2 *m,+-- 1 2 
=.L * mi + IX-lm,- 
Thus, for a positive integer X = jmi + Xi, if j = j_ then Xi I IX_l,i = (m,/2) - 1, and if 
j <j- then for one value of j, we can find that the relation X, = I jm, + Xilm, is true. Then 
we have: 
X is non-negative iff 
( “7: ’ X, = 1 jmi + Xilmk > 
is true. 
Case 2. (M is odd) 
We have X,, = (M - 1)/2, thus: 
X 
M-1 mi*mi-l 
mu=-= 2 2 
ri:m. 1 =I-- 
2 2 
L 1 m. m. =ELmi___-I+L 
2 2 2 2 
&- 1 
=I. m,+ 
mi - 1 
2 2 
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=jmaxmi+ Ixmaxlm; 
Similar to Case l(b), we have: 
X is non-negative iff 
or 
(xk= 1 [$]'mi+XiIm) and (XiS[$]) 
is true. 
4.4 Example 
Assume we have an RNS with 3 moduli (ml, m2, ms)=(8, 7, 13) then we have: 
M=fl m;=8*7*13=728 
X maX=-- y 1 =363. 
Listing all residue codes in the system, we can see the range of j as follows: 
X 
mi mi=8 m =13 3 
t&920 integer X lx I m2 = '2 lx 1 m3 = '3 
350 
351 
352 
353 
360 
361 
362 
X max = 363 
364 
365 
366 
369 
368 
369 
390 
391 
392 
925 
726 
929 -I 
350 
351 
352 
353 
360 
361 
362 
363 
-364 
-363 
-362 
-361 
-360 
-359 
-358 
-359 
-356 
0 
: 
3 
4 j=o 
i 
9 
i 
6 j=43 
i 
1 j=44 
0 
: 
3 jmax=45 
4 
zi 
07 
21 j=46 
i 
5 
6 j=90 
9 
0 
1 
2 
0 
: 
33 
4 
5 
6 
0 . 
I 
5 
4 
5 
6 
0 
0 
: 
1 
4 $0 
5. 
6 
i 
a 
9 
12 
0 . 
I 
G 
10 jmax = 29 
:: 
10 
:: j=55 
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(1) If ??Zi=m,= 
from 0 to j_ = 
13, we have case l(a): Simply test the equality X, = !jrni + Xi/,,,, for j 
27. If we find that in this range there is aj satisfying the equality, then 
X is positive. 
(2) If m,= m, = 8, we have case l(b): We test the boundary condition when 
j =j- = 45, for positive X its residue X, < (mJ2) - 1 = 3. 
4.5 Discussion of the sign detection algorithm 
(i) We should always select mi as the largest modulus in the system, since if mi is largest, 
hi will be smallest. Thus the range of testing (0 to (*i/2)) will be the minimum. 
(ii) Investigating the equations (“~~~’ X, = 1 jm, + X&,,), we find that all comparisons 
can be performed in parallel, since there are no relations between different j’s and k’s, and 
the result is the OR function of the results of the comparisons. Therefore if we provide 
enough comparators for testing X, = 1 jmi + Xil,,,k f or a 11 va ues ofj and k, the time required 1 
for performing the sign detection operation is a constant. (Note that there are only 
additions and multiplications involved which, in RNS, are very fast operations). However, 
in order to perform all comparisons simultaneously, we need (&/2) * (n - 1) comparators 
(n is the number of moduli); for a large system, this cost might not be acceptable. This 
is the tradeoff between accessing time and hardware cost we must take it into account. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have presented algorithms for some of the long-standing problems of residue 
number systems, namely comparison and division. As the operation of comparison reduces 
to that of sign detection, we have adopted to our nonsymmetric RNS an algorithm for 
sign detection in symmetric RNS, due to Kaushik and Aurora. This algorithm has the 
advantage that it can be done in constant time. For division we introduce an algorithm 
which is based on the ideas of CORDIC and employs our sign detection algorithm. In 
residue number systems, CORDIC, which was originally designed for conventional 
floating representation, may generate overflow which we handle by introducing an 
additional modulus, m, (= Qo), and iterating the algorithm when Q,, is not large enough 
to obtain the quotient. This algorithm is fast; it requires no more than O(N) time where 
N is the number of significant digits of the representable numbers. 
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